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Our approach to integrating computing with Maple into our calculus courses has been conservative
 as are our students We still use a standard text and lecture format  augmented with Maple demon
strations but with one hourweek devoted to Maple computer labs Our original lab projects proved to
be too ambitious for this format and over time we have evolved a set of lab lessons that accomplish the
dual goals of  a giving the students some facility with Maple as a problemsolving tool and  b exploring
suitable calculus concepts with visualization and experimentation
  The Promise
As educators  rst exploring how computers can enhance the teaching of the calculus we were entranced by
the possibilities The publicized successes of innovative programs such as that at University of Illinois where
the entire calculus course was taught as an interactive Mathematica text emboldened us to consider all that
computers could add to the students learning experience And indeed the potential is great
One thing computers are very good at is doing the same thing over and over With capable symbolic
mathematics software like Maple this means that once a student can work one example problem then doing
another or another dozen is simple Letting the computer handle all the routine symbolmanipulation which
so often is tedious and errorprone when done by hand allows a student to explore what happens when the
problem changes in various ways This opens up the possibility of the student learning through experience
abstracting out general principles from large numbers of results that is guided discovery Experience
elsewhere has shown that when the student discovers a principle such as the Fundamental Theorem of
Calculus based on their own explorations that principle becomes theirs and tends to stay with them much
longer than if they had just heard it from the professor
Another thing computers are particularly good at is graphical visualization of complex information
Often seeing some relationship graphically reaches students in ways that formulas and numbers cannot by
employing the powerful pattern recognition capabilities of the brains visual processing Any decent D
plotting package can produce instantly what would take me several minutes to render ineectually on a
blackboard Even with simple D graphs the accuracy and speed of computer plotting is helpful And
animation provides the ability to visualize motion or how solutions change with some parameter
Computers can also go beyond the simple textbook problems designed to be solved by hand There is
no reason that coe	cients need to be integers or that angles need to be simple fractions of   Moreover
computers can handle more complicated realistic mathematical models at least numerically This allows
exploration of realworld problems as well as investigation into what eects model simpli cations have on
the outcomes
 Original Approach
Excited by these capabilities we started with ambitious goals for our calculus computer labs Lab lessons
would cover topics that were particularly well suited to computing and so these topics would not be covered
in the regular lecture Each lesson would be a selfcontained interactive electronic text 
Maple worksheet

including exposition of the topic full instructions detailed working examples and assigned problems The
students could use cutandpaste from the examples to avoid syntax errors The labs would guide the students
to explore concepts through computing solutions to many related problems Openended questions would
get the students to reect on the results and to abstract general principles from their experiments At least
that was the plan  
Several of these labs are included as worksheets in the accompanying electronic archive 
under the
calcold subdirectory One good example is the numerical integration lab 
numintegms Numeri
cal integration was not covered in lecture as a topic more appropriate to the computer lab In the lab
the worksheet introduced the basic idea of numerical integration then went through an example comparing
 ve dierent approximations each with varying numbers of subdivisions of the interval of integration Plots
compared each approximation with the area under the curve After working through the long example
the students were expected to do similarly with two other integrals comparing the dierent methods and
dierent divisions Then they were to answer general questions about which methods were better and why
and how they could get better accuracy There was even a question about whether the error estimate cited
from the text was consistent with their experiments It was hoped that the students would come away with
insight into the approximation process and why more complicated approximation formulas like Simpsons
Rule may be preferable to simpler ones As if
 The Reality
A number of practicalities prevented our initial ambitious labs from being successful The Naval Postgrad
uate School is in many ways very dierent from most academic institutions Our student body consists
primarily of professional military o	cers who are coming back to school for a Masters degree after having
been out of school for  ve to  fteen years Many have families They are on full salary and so their graduate
program is condensed to one and a half or two years maximum with heavy course loads for most of that time
Consequently there are no student teaching assistants or readers or research assistants 
and precious
little computing support to boot every aspect of a course is the professors full responsibility
The schedule only allowed one supervised hour per week in the computer lab Students were expected
to  nd some additional time on their own to come to the lab to  nish the lab assignments But with their
heavy loads of fastpaced courses by the time of the next lab hour they had forgotten much of what they
had used in previous labs There simply was not enough supervised lab time to build up much facility with
Maple
Moreover the students on the whole lack basic math skills having forgotten whatever undergraduate
mathematics they had learned years before Our calculus sequence is fastpaced covering single and multi
variable calculus in two quarters and is intended as a review But some students come from nontechnical
backgrounds and have never seen calculus before and even some who have  nd the material very challenging
For many the review should really start with precalculus basic algebra geometry analytic geometry etc
but the compressed schedules wont permit it
Nonetheless as military o	cers they are determined to carry out orders as best they can 
whether they
like them or not and so they would often struggle for hours to complete the lab assignments Most of the
eort went into trying to  gure out the Maple commands and syntax and how to do the computations
almost none went into analyzing the results and trying to understand the point of each lab And they really
didnt like the openended questions what they wanted was a well de ned task with clear instructions
So on the whole the labs were seen as an onerous burden a time sink with no payback The computational
tasks were too sophisticated for the students limited Maple skills so they never appreciated the utility of
Maple The students tenuous grasp of the subject matter made it very di	cult to see the point of the lab
especially when the topic was not previously covered in lecture only the few best students got it The net
result was widespread resentment against the whole idea of the Maple labs
 Revised Approach
After a few quarters of trying to make the labs work as originally envisioned we realized our whole approach
required rethinking We had to recognize the real limitations inherent in our situation and plan accordingly
We developed some general guidelines on developing new labs based on our experience

The labs have two main goals to help the students understand calculus and to teach the students how
to use Maple as a mathematical tool As part of the latter goal the number of dierent Maple commands
introduced in one quarter should be kept to an absolute minimum This may mean solving in several steps
certain problems that Maple could solve more directly with specialized commands but it is better for the
students to master a few commands than to get brief exposure to many dierent ones
Lab topics should reinforce what was learned in lecture rather than introduce new ideas One particularly
suitable topic is learning how to visualize functions implicit curves surfaces etc through appropriate
plotting commands While introducing the commands is straightforward potential di	culties should be
discussed such as discontinuities scaling and sampling Another appropriate topic is showing how to use
Maple to solve homework problems similarly to how they are solved in class This way students can use
Maple to check their pencilandpaper work step by step to see where they may have made algebraic errors
Then the same methods can be applied to problems that are too messy to solve by hand Another type
of lab is based on learning through experimentation but this is only feasible if the steps required for each
experiment are simple Complicated experiments are feasible if the instructor prepares specialized commands
in worksheets which may be a good way to illustrate certain ideas but this approach does not help the
students to learn Maple 
See the calcnew and calc directories for examples of current labs
As for format prepared worksheets are good for introducing Maple commands and syntax with de
scriptions and working examples 
at the students level to supplement the online help which is more at a
programmers level But lab work to be handed in should start from a new blank worksheet The students
learn how to use Maple much quicker if they type it all in rather than cutting and pasting from provided
examples Lab assignments should be handed out on paper for easy reference 
rather than in a worksheet
In addition to the revised approach to labs we have made some other improvements in our program the
most signi cant being the development of online help  les 
Maple worksheets see the help subdirectory
where topics such as error messages and worksheet editing are discussed in detail at the students level
Another improvement is that the hardware required for doing Maple demonstrations in class has improved

Instead of rolling a large cart through the hallways and down the elevator we can now carry a laptop and
projection screen down the stairs Also we have started to develop more classroom demonstrations for the
instructor to choose from 
see the calcdemos and calcdemos subdirectories The more Maple can be
applied appropriately in the regular lectures the more students see it as a helpful math tool and an integral
part of the course
 Conclusions
In discussing our lab program with other educators I found that our experience was not unusual Apparently
it is common to start with ambitious goals that turn out to be impractical It is easy to get carried away
with the possibilities only to be rudely awakened when actual students try out the labs
Since we have scaled back our expectations to the more modest goals of reinforcing lecture topics and
learning a little Maple the labs have been pretty successful Students learn how to solve some mathematical
problems using the computer and come to appreciate Maple as a practical tool The burden of learning
the system is minimized and for the most part the students do see the point of the labs in enhancing their
understanding of calculus

